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oMachines use data to paint like 
Rembrandt from scratch

oArtificial neural networks can make fake 
news with lip-syncing AI

o IBM Watson can diagnose cancer better 
than medical professionals

SCARY smart



o Security robot in critical condition after 
almost drowning on the job

o Inspirobot takes a sinister turn

oChatbot quickly becomes a racist

And stupid



Artificial Intelligence is not a Replacement for Humans



Predictive Engagement

◦ Shape customer journeys

◦ Marketing, sales, and service

◦ Entire journey, lifecycle

◦ Optimize for desired output



Predictive Engagement

◦ Customer journey data, 3rd party

◦ Predictive models

◦ Engage via chat, offer, call

◦ NPS: 5-15% lift

◦ $/lead: 60% reduction

◦ Conversion rate: 4x

	



Predictive Routing

◦ Optimize interactions

◦ Marketing, sales and 
service

◦ Omni-channel context & 
3rd party data

◦ Machine learning, find 
patterns
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Predictive Routing

◦ Best match to maximize a given KPI

◦ NPS 3-5 points

◦ FCR 3-5% lift

◦ AHT 3-7% reduction

◦ Churn 2-3% reduction

Interaction NPS Optimization – Attribute Weighting

Interaction NPS Score

with predictive routing
without predictive routing



Chatbots & Cognitive IVR

◦ Seamless, blended CX

◦ Maximize self-service and automation

◦ Increase NPS and capacity

◦ Great use of NLP, ML, directed dialogs, 
knowledge

◦ Design bots once. Render on voice, digital 
and desktop.
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Predictive Engagement
Predictive analytics used to choose the
correct moment to engage with a 
customer to make a saleSeamless blending of 

bots, automation and AI 
with human agents and 

employees

Predictive Routing
Predictive routing provides the finest 
grain matching between a customer and 
an agent in the moment of need

Automation
Augmenting engagement models with AI, 
Machine learning and leveraging the 
power of Human touch anywhere and 
any time: Meet Kate!

KATE
is our core concept for A.I. 
and related technologies

Blended AI
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